
MINI RANGE 
MINI ROUND BALER / WRAPPER

MINI BALER/WRAPPER COMBINATION

R 500 - R 500 COMBI
FW 500 - FW 500/4K

FW 500 FW 500/4KR500 COMBI



An electric control panel allows the 
execution of all functions directly from 
the tractor (A = opening-closing setting, 
B = chamber pick-up).
In addition a warning buzzer is located 
directly on the panel, which is activated 
once the pre-selected pressure for a 
completed bale is reached on the gauge.

The R500 can be equipped with an 
independent hydraulic unit, which 
allows the machine to be hydraulically 
autonomous without the need to be 
attached to the tractor hydraulic unit. 
(optional).
A mechanical bale counter equips the 
baler.

The machine comes with an adjustable 
drawbar coupling to the tow-bar as 
standard. On request it is also available 
with a three-point attachment.

Control functions Attachments available
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The R500 is a baler of small dimensions, born as an 
alternative to traditional prismatic presses, but with the 
advantages of the round balers:

 Use of small dimensions and low-power tractors.
 Very compact; easy movements in tight places and 

on accentuated slopes.
 The bales are more resistant to weathering. They can 

also be wrapped and transported manually.
 The net binder allows for greater speed in the binding 

phase, and lower permeability of the bale.
 Due to its size, this mini baler is widely used for 

harvesting in mountain areas and for horse breeding.

The R500 SUPER differs with the addition of a rotary 
feeder (A) which gathers the fodder after pick-up and 
feeds it directly into the compression chamber, thus 
obtaining a more compact bale.
This model allows you to obtain great advantages in 
the collection of long products and large swaths. The 
machine is fitted with two iron wheels on the pick up.

Two tapering wheels (B) positioned at the sides of the 
collector facilitate the gathering of wide or malformed 
swaths (optional).

Net binding.
The main advantage of the net binding 
compared to the twine binding is the 
shorter processing time.
The binding process is operated directly 
from the cab of the tractor through a 
rope. The number of net rotations is 
adjustable. Once the set net rotation 
number is reached, the net cutting 
operation starts automatically.

Single twine binding.
The binding process is operated directly 
from the cab of the tractor through a rope. 
The number of twine overlays is 
adjustable. Once the set overlays are 
reached, the twine cutting operation 
starts automatically.
The single twine binding system can be 
installed as retrofit kit.

The compression chamber is equipped 
with aluminium rollers with a special 
shape that always guarantee a perfect 
rotation of the bale.

Binding system: net, twine or both net and twine Compression chamber

R500 - R500 SUPER

A

B



Working cycle

The working cycle is performed automatically; during collection and formation of the bale, the rear wrapper performs the steps of 
wrapping and unloading of the previously formed bale. The positioning of the bale from the baler to the wrapper is done via the 
synchronised movement between the opening of the chamber, a special designed arm and the platform.
The binding wrapper has 2 rotating arms with 2 film rolls to ensure fast and perfect wrapping. The film cutting operation is performed 
by two hydraulic knives. The operator can choose whether to unload the bale automatically or manually, depending on the need to 
group multiple bales
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The control computer allows the operator to execute and to 
manage all the functions of the machine automatically.

Independent hydraulic unit: ensures the control of the hydraulic 
apparatus and the homogeneous and constant movement of 
all the hydraulic components.

Fully automatic

R500 COMBI is a fixed chamber baler combined with a wrapper.
It is a compact and lightweight machine, perfect for making quality product. With the R500 COMBI it is possible to 
perform two operations at once, thereby avoiding a pass with a second tractor, saving time and expense

R500 COMBI

 The compression chamber with aluminium rollers 
ensures a perfect rotation of the bale in whatever 
conditions.

 The entire process is carried out at  great  speed: after 
the baling operation, the bale is immediately wrapped 
avoiding the loss of product quality possible during 
long periods that can elapse between pressing and 
wrapping operations.

 The bales remain uncontaminated as they have no 
contact with the ground before being wrapped.



FW500/4K

MINI WRAPPER FOR 
SQUARE BALES

MINI WRAPPER 
FOR ROUND BALES

35x46x110

The FW500 4/K mini wrapper  
is suitable for wrapping small 
parallelepiped bales (conventional) 
and mini round bales.
The 4 powered rollers operate with 
perfect regularity to ensure the 
correct overlapping of the film.

 Rotating platform (4 powered 
rollers)

 Manual bale loading 

 Manual or hydraulic (optional)  
bale discharging

Acting on the hydraulic distributor, the 
platform tilts to unload the bale (optional).

The platform’s 4 powered rollers ensure 
perfect bale rotation even under difficult 
conditions.

Wrapping machine suitable for small 
square bales and mini round bales.



FW500

MINI WRAPPER 
FOR ROUND BALES

The FW 500 mini wrapper is suitable 
for wrapping small round bales. Due 
to its size, the machine is ideal for 
working in mountain areas and in 
tight places.

 Rotating platform (2 powered 
rollers)

 The entire wrapping process is 
controlled via a lever positioned 
on the machine

 Bale loading: manually or 
independently with loading fork 
(optional)

 Bale discharge: manually or 
independently with loading fork 
(optional)

ø cm. 57x63

Loading fork (optional). The fork loads 
the bale and simultaneously unloads the 
one wrapped previously.

The bale already wrapped stays with the 
film attached and secured.

A knife at the side of the platform cuts 
the film on the first rotation.
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Features R500 R500 SUPER R500 COMBI FW 500/4K FW 500

Hitch Type
3 ° Point / or adjustable drawbar

coupling with tow-bar

Adjustable
drawbar with

coupling to tow-bar
3° Point I-II cat

Round bale size 57x63 n/a 57x63

Square bale size n/a 35x46x110 n/a

Bale weight – Kg (maximum) 20 - 60 60

Pick-up width 82 n/a n/a

Steel sheet for short crops standard n/a n/a

Feed system direct rotary feeder direct n/a n/a

Pressing chamber fixed with 19 aluminium rollers n/a n/a

Binding system net / twine / net and twine n/a n/a

Wrapping platform n/a
2 rotating

arms with 2
film stretchers

4 powered
rollers

2 powered
rollers

Film stretcher 360 mm n/a 2 standard 1 standard

Bale unloading system hydraulic hydraulic
manual or 
hydraulic

manual or 
hydraulic

Standard tyres 195/50-14 26x12.00-12 n/a n/a

PTO shaft With shear bolt n/a n/a

Road transport signalling kit standard n/a n/a

Required power (kW / hp) 11/15 18/25 7,5/10

Machine Dimensions - cm 
(length-width-height)

180x140x120 350x185x152 160x142x110 118x95x105

Hydraulic equipment independent control unit / or 1 DE 3 1 SE with free discharge

Weight - Kg 520 540 850 340 160

www.tonuttigroup.com

Head Office
and Production Plant
Via Gino Tonutti 3 - 33047
Remanzacco (UD) Italy
Phone + 39 0432 667015
Fax + 39 0432 668282
info@tonuttigroup.com

Production Plant 
Via Veneto 12/A - 46029
Suzzara (MN) Italy
Phone +39 0376 51211
Fax +39 0376 522215
info@tonuttigroup.com

Tonutti U.S.A. Inc
1655 Panama Street
Memphis, TN 38108
Phone (901) 385 8841
Fax (901) 385 8288
info@tonuttiusa.com

Tonutti Russia T.W. Limited
3 Tekhnicheskaya Street
Perm, 614070 Russia
Phone 007 3422 909096
Fax 007 3422 909096
twltd@perm.ru

TONUTTI WOLAGRI S.p.A.

The WOLAGRI range: High PERFORMANCE, QUALITY AND RELIABILITY

FW range T12 range

ARIES range ORION rangeEOS range

VEGA range

TONUTTI WOLAGRI S.p.A. reserves the right to make changes or add improvements at any time without notice.
The information contained here in is general in nature and is not intended for specific application purposes.
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